
Department of Justice (DOJ) is Rotten. The
power of the Attorney General, Loretta Lynch,
must be neutralized.
Replacing DOJ Head, Loretta Lynch, merely means Obama
gets to appoint successor. Donald needs help to drain the
swamp.

WASHINGTON DC, DC, U.S.A., October 28, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Donald Trump naysayers were misguided
in assuming that he planned to wait to drain the swamp until he
became President. 
Author of the new book, “Drain the Swamp,” Dr Chris Tingle
claims that Trump has already started cleaning out corruption by
stampeding the DOJ, the compromised media, and the wealthy
1% - into exposing their corrupt practices.
Dr Tingle is particularly concerned at the impact Wall Street has
had on this election cycle. In what she calls “the unholy triangle”
she suggests that the support from Wall Street and the media
for Clinton’s campaign is “payback” for the massive taxpayer
bailouts following the global financial crisis of 2008. In essence
she claims the American public have unwittingly funded the takeover of American democracy to the
tune of billions of taxpayer bailout dollars while the DOJ looks the other way. 
“DOJ, Wall Street and the Democratic Party form an unholy alliance” she claims in an explosive new
book, “Drain the Swamp.”

The Non Generation
Movement has filed a
complaint against the corrupt
Department of Justice (DOJ)
in relation to Clinton
Foundation, addressed to the
United Nations Commission
of Human Rights.”

Dr. Chris Tingle

Tingle says, “Everything is fucked up, the Department of
Justice is corrupt, and nobody goes to jail, that’s the whole
story right there. Hell, you don't even have to write the rest of
it. Just write that.”
She continues “Soon we will discover DOJ head, Loretta
Lynch, pressures James Comey to keep voters in the dark
about FBI's Hillary investigation regarding Clinton Foundation,
illegal email servers and exposing classified documents. The
DOJ is like an octopus with tentacles reaching out to control
every Federal law enforcement agency and sabotage the
calling of a Grand Jury.”  
She continues, “Federal Election Committee data records
donations from federal government employees to presidential

candidates. Employees of the Department of Justice, which investigated Clinton’s use of a private
email server while she was secretary of State, gave Clinton 97% of their donations. Trump received
$8,756 from DOJ employees compared with $286,797 for Clinton.” 
“In other words, almost every employee who donated politically at the DOJ wanted to see Clinton as
president of the United States.” 
“It does not require a strong imagination to suggest there may be a problem in the swamp of
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American politics” 
J. Christian Adams, who used to work in the DOJ claimed on the Mark Levin Show that in FBI
investigations there is a "give-and-take" between the FBI and DOJ, where "the FBI agents realize how
high the hurdle is for them to make a case," Dr Tingle claims this may have been an insurmountably
high hurdle given the DOJ's bias in favour of Clinton.  
"Those guys in the DOJ could be rolling their eyes, they could be pushing back, saying, Well that's not
good enough evidence," Adams said to radio host Mark Levin. “There is a constant give-and-take.”
James Comey said he's spoken to Attorney General Loretta Lynch about the conflicts. Those are the
moments when the antagonism manifests, when the DOJ shows that they don't like the case. And
when he says in the hearing that they had “grave concerns.” That tells me that DOJ had over-ruled the
due process of the law.
Dr Tingle continues, “And now we have Comey writing Congress in a desperate effort to bypass the
DOJ. It is past time for Clinton, Wall Street and the DOJ to be investigated. Trump may well be our
last hope.” 
Dr Chris Tingle can be followed on her Blog at:
https://alpharpublish.wordpress.com 
Article by Tom Moore, freelance journalist
2036 Easton Drive, Petaluma, California 94952, 
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Chris Tingle books “Drain the Swamp” available at 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01M6AW21A 
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